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Joint Masters: Rain Bitch, PP 
Religious Advisor: Butt Pirate 
Hash Cash: Barbie, Cums Anyway 
On Secs: Tuna Pucker, Krusty Kreme 

 
The Start 

Hashers slowly gathered for the run at 3 PM on Sunday 
afternoon, Jan 16, after the morning of mile 24 of the 
Marathon celebrating Mardi Gras. Start was downtown 
at the abandoned fire station at Bagby and Franklin, 
near the post office. The Hares, about six in all (Stuck 
On The Bone, Crack of Dawn, Tuna Delight, Donut 
Holer, litle Bimbette), looked like they were still 
celebrating Mardi Gras, with signs saying "Bimbo." The 
chalk talk by Bimbo Donut Holer explained that we would 
find on trail that our usual symbols for a check and a 
backcheck were reversed (as in, like, a trail laid by 
Bimbos, get it?). Our smallish pack of about 20 started 
moving at almost 4 o'clock. 

The Trail 

At the first backcheck (or do I mean check??) there was 
great confusion with pack spreading all over the place 
near Amtrak station. Many ran south along the tracks, 
and then found trail back north beside the tracks, leading 
to a beer check under the freeway overpass across the 
tracks from Amtrak station. Trail continued through the 
old Jefferson Davis Hospital and neighborhood, as we 
got the hang of reverse trail symbols (although I was 
raising my arms crossed at backchecks, or do I mean 
checks??). We ran into the Bimbo hares again in front of 
the Municipal Courts on Lubbock, yelling "Make Up 
Check." (Backcheck??), as they painted us up with 
lipstick. Trail went on, and soon ended surprisingly by I-
45 near an overpass, by Buffalo Bayou. 

The Circle 

Such-a-Puss led the circle in downdowns. Bimbo Hares 
(including little Bimbette) were roasted. New boots were 
Elaine and Mike. Visitors included Sparkle Plenty from 
Dallas/Fort Worth. Aka Joe was among many Reboots 
(also Ralph and Mary). Many arrived directly by auto, 
swelling our numbers to about 40. Cocksmith supplied 
big butane heaters. Ass Grabber wheeled up with a bbq 
ham and salad (courtesy of the Bayou City Road 
Runners). 
  

The On On On was at The Brewery Tap downtown. Dick 
The Boy Wonder played the guitar and sang. Hooter Bill 
sang, sort of. 

 
Your scribe, 
Hooter Bill 

 
 


